
MINNESOTA WEST COMMUNITY AND TECHNICAL COLLEGE 

2013/2014 MTL ADVISORY BOARD MEETING 

 

The MWCTC Medical Laboratory Technician Advisory Board Meeting was held on November 

5, 2013 at the Luverne Center.  The meeting began at 3:00.   

Members Present:  Rita Miller (MLT Program Director), ReJean Knoblock (Sanford Rock 

Rapids), Jane Polz (Windom Area Hospital), Julie Stevens (Pipestone County Medical Center) 

and Jill Boucher (Student representative).  Note:  Due to inclement weather with snowy and icy 

roads the attendance was down.  

OLD BUSINESS: 

TOPIC:  Scrub Camp 

Discussion: Tomorrow there will be approximately 60 junior and senior high school students 

participating in Scrub Camp at the Luverne Center. The second year MLT students will be 

helping with the event. Stations in the lab have been set up. They include phlebotomy, 

hematology, microbiology, immunology, and bloodbanking.  

ACTION:  Another Scrub Camp will be held on December 4
th

.     OPEN 

 

TOPIC:  Equipment. 

DISCUSSION: We have received money to purchase the Gel Testing System for bloodbanking.   

We are going to need a new chemistry analyzer in the near future. Currently we have three DT60 

and 3 Pointe 180.  Reagents for DT60 will be unavailable in December 2015.  The Pointe 180 are 

very unstable and difficult to calibrate. There is an analzyer called SpotCheck that is a batch 

analyzer. The approximate cost is $8,700.  Barb has been researching analyzers. The problem is 

most are not batch analyzers. Suggestions were to call Siemen as see if they can give us an 

analyzer.  Jane suggested the I-Stat.  Rita will discuss the I-Stat with Barb.    

           OPEN 

 

TOPIC:  60/120 Waiver 

DISCUSSION:  Rita informed the committee that the waiver for 72 credits was approved by the 

Academic Affairs Committee. She will be completing the necessary forms and submitting them 

to MNSCU.  

           CLOSED 

 

ONGOING BUSINESS: 

 

TOPIC: Approval of Budget 

DISCUSSION:  Each member received a copy of the budget. The budget was approved.   

           CLOSED 

TOPIC:  Marketing 

DISCUSSION: The new MLT brochure was reviewed.  Suggestions for changes were made. 

Rita will make the changes, scan, and email changes to members for more input.    

            OPEN 



TOPIC:  Student Statistics and Assessments 

DISCUSSION:  Statistics for Board Exam results, attrition, student enrollment, and employment 

rates were discussed. When observing scores less than 400 since 2009, no trend was seen. 

Immunology and Lab Operations (which includes math) had the highest number (11) of results 

less than 400. Followed by bloodbanking (9), Hematology (8), Microbiology (7), Biological 

Fluids (7), and Chemistry (6).   Every year Rita and Barb review the statistics and make 

improvements if applicable and when possible.  This year during Externship, Rita will 

incorporate a worksheet for a review on Laboratory Operations.       

           ONGOING 

 

NEW BUSINESS: 

 

Topic:  Deletion of Medical Terminology and 2 credit of General Education Course 

DISCUSSION:  Previously Rita had emailed the members to ask their opinion on deleting 

Medical Terminology from the curriculum since it is no longer a General Education Course. 

Additionally she reviewed 7 other programs and only 2 had Medical Terminology.  Currently a 2 

credit General Education Course is a requirement. MNSCU now only requires 15 General 

Education Courses for a A.A.S. degree. Dropping the 2 credits would save students money.  Via 

Email the majority ruled to drop these courses.  

However, after discussing the dropping of the Medical Terminology courses with the current 

second year MLT students they all suggested to keep the course because it has helped them in 

their MLT courses.  The committee agreed with the decision to keep the Medical Terminology 

course but drop the 2 credit elective.   

ACTION:  Rita will present the change to the local curriculum in January or February  

            OPEN 

 

TOPIC:  Clinical Chemistry I and II online 

DISCUSSION:  Barbara Madison, adjunct faculty, will be moving to Alexandria in August. The 

possibility of putting Clinical Chemistry I and II online was discussed. It was decided that the 

students need the face to face interaction with the instructor and voted down online Chemistry I 

and II.            CLOSED 

 

TOPIC:  Externship changes for spring 2015 

DISCUSSION:  Rita proposed dividing out the credits per department for the externships rather 

than having one grade for each.  See attachment. This may be more difficult for the smaller labs 

where the student is in all the departments every day due to smaller volume of testing. Another 

suggestion would be to have one externship rather than Externship I and II.  Also, change the 

name from externship to Internship.  

ACTION:  Rita will work on the changes in the spring and submit the information via email to 

members for a vote.           OPEN 

TOPIC:  Student Activities 

DISCUSSION: The 2
nd

 year MLT students will be helping with the Scrub Camp tomorrow. We 

are expecting about 50 students.  On December 4
th

 we will have another Scrub Camp for 

approximately 70 high school students. Students are from the following high schools:  Adrian, 

Luverne, Pipestone, Wabasso, and Ellsworth.  



DISCUSSION:  The 2
nd

 year MLT students are doing fundraisers for their trip to the lab 

conference in the spring.   

DISCUSSION:  The 2
nd

 year students toured Avera McKennan Hospital Laboratory on October 

4
th

.             

           CLOSED 

TOPIC:  Upcoming Externship Discussion 

DISCUSSION:  8 of the 9 students have been placed at a clinical site.  This year’s changes will 

include: 

Submitting journal weekly to Rita via email, submitting hours weekly using Excel, Setting end 

date of completion for July 31
st
, setting a date for first draft of Case Study and final draft must be 

submitted to Rita 3 weeks before presentation, and making a rubric for communication skills.  

            OPEN 

 

TOPIC:  Phlebotomy program to one semester 

DISCUSSION:  The idea of having the phlebotomy program to one semester was discussed as an 

idea at this point.  It will depend on decision made by college regarding the number of general 

education credits required for diplomas.  Rita’s after thoughts:  Will be difficult to do because 

the students do not start drawing blood in Introduction to Laboratory Science course until 

beginning of November. Thus, there is not time for the required 110 credits of externship for 

board certification.           OPEN 

   

OTHER BUSINESS: 
 

TOPIC:  Shadowing at hospital labs 

DISCUSSION:  Unfortunately due to HIPPA laws many hospital labs will not be able to have 

student’s job shadow.            

           CLOSED 

TOPIC:  Supplies 

A very special thank you to everyone who provide the MLT program with supplies. We 

appreciate them so much and we use them all.  This is a great savings for the program.  

ADJOURNMENT           The meeting was adjourned at 4:25 p.m. 

 

Respectfully submitted by Rita Miller, MLT Program Director. 


